Custom-Papers.co.uk Preserves Continuity via New Equipment to Provide Emergency Power
Custom-Papers.co.uk ensures custom writing goes right on even in power crises. New equipment keeps
Custom-Papers.co.uk offices supplied and online for hours.
Online PR News â€“ 06-June-2011 â€“ Custom-Papers.co.uk keeps things humming with a new
uninterruptible power supply. Even in an electrical outage, we should be able to maintain service online for
our customers. This investment reflects our commitment to our clients academic success.
Â
We have observed the increased possibility of interrupted power service, from natural disasters, weather, or
even fuel shortages. To ensure Custom-Papers.co.uks continued operation until professional or municipal
help is available, we have made some substantial investments and plans.
Â
Custom-Papers.co.uk now has a special temporary power supply to maintain constant voltage whenever
electricity fails. This is critical, because sensitive computing and telecommunications equipment cannot
tolerate fluctuations in electrical current. This new piece of equipment responds almost too swiftly for human
perception.
Â
With the voltage held constant, Custom-Papers.co.uk data is preserved until the large generator, which we
have recently invested in, kicks in. This unit has several fuel sources, and powers the computers for several
hours.
Â
Our growing solar panel array also generates energy during daylight outages. Additionally,
Custom-Papers.co.uk policy is to turn off all non-computing equipment when on emergency power.
Â
Read more about our continuity of operations, data security, and sustainability initiatives at
http://custom-papers.co.uk. You can find a full list of our services and all our guarantees and policies
displayed there as well.
Â
About Us:
Â
Custom-Papers.co.uk has always re-invested our returns in staffing and technology to improve our services.
As a custom writing firm, our capital assets is almost entirely intellectual Managements role at
Custom-Papers.co.uk is to provide the resources needed to get the job of academic support accomplished
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reliably, and then get out of the way. Our customers benefit from the results. From essay to dissertation,
whatever the topic, our writers can help.
Â
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